Millennium Sunrooms

A SUN-FILLED SPACE TO COMPLEMENT
YOUR LIFESTYLE AND ENHANCE THE
VALUE OF YOUR HOME.
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Smart Investment

The Millennium Sunroom makes good
financial sense. It provides you
additional space for up to 50% less than
the cost, and can be built in one-fifth the
time of conventional construction. Not
only do you increase your space, but the
value of your home increases also.
Traditionally, enclosures can return up to
110% of the original investment at time
of resale.

Insulated Core

Millennium Sunroom walls
consist of expanded
polystyrene (EPS) foam
core. This material ensures that the cold
of winter and the heat of summer stays
where it belongs – outside. In fact, EPS
cores are specified by architects
nationwide for today’s energy
efficient homes.

Windows

Millennium Sunrooms feature high-end
aluminum windows with a dual cam lock
system that is guaranteed to lock perfectly
each time and remain in adjustment. The
aluminum windows are designed for
maximum energy savings, durability, and
are virtually maintenance free. Several
high performance glass options are
available and include Solex® 3/16” thick
safety glass or Cardinal LoE2-270® argon
filled insulated glass.
The Millennium windows are AAMA
Certified along with NFRC approved
specifications and have been awarded the
ENERGY STAR rating by the U.S.
Department of Energy.
Window Sizes Available:
• Height— 60”
• Widths— 35”, 41”, 47”

Solex®

This 3/16” thick safety glass has a light
green tint that subdues interior brightness
while still providing the highest visible
light. Heat gain is also reduced by Solex’s
heat reflective qualities, and blocks more
than 65% of UV rays.

Cardinal LoE2-270®

The patented LoE2 coating blocks more
than 95% of all infrared heat and more

Designed to Fit
Your Lifestyle.
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than 80% of UV rays. Depending on
your geographic location, LoE2-270®
can reduce on both heating and cooling
energy costs and keep you comfortable
during the extremes of
summer and winter.

Transoms

Millennium Sunrooms
offer a glass transom
option. This is fixed-glaze
glass above and below
the operable window.
This wonderful addition
not only addresses style and beauty, but
will also allow you to enjoy more natural
sunlight and moonlight in the evenings.
Transom Sizes Available:
• Heights— 12”, 18”
• Widths— 35”, 41”, 47”

Electrical Raceways
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When designing your
Millennium Sunroom,
consider optional UL
approved electrical
raceways for outlets,
phone jacks, distinctive
lighting, and ceiling fans.
Add ambiance and function without any
extra effort.

Wall System
Millennium Sunroom walls are made
from heavy-duty extruded aluminum
components, combined with our EPS
foam core wall panel. This system
features thermal breaks, that are
inserted with a resin composition, which
reduces the transfer of
outside/inside temperatures. Wall panels come
in a variety of textures
and embossing that
allows you to choose
the style that will match your home the
best.

Colors
Millennium Sunrooms come in a variety
of colors that complement your home.
Ask for details on colors available in
your area.

The Design Options Are Limitless.
Roof Styles

Door Styles

Select the design that complements your home’s architecture style. The Millennium Sunroom’s solid roof
features insulated Laminated Roof Panels (LRP) with
an expanded polystyrene (EPS) foam core for greater
insulation from the outside elements.

Choose from a highly efficient sliding patio door, a
full-view thermal entry door, or a double full-view
French style. Our full-view doors are thermally
insulated and swing in or out depending on your
specific needs.

Gable Roof
This style has a higher pitched roof that seamlessly
blends with the existing roof line of your home and
offers vaulted ceilings.

Sliding Patio Door

Full-View Door

French Doors

Studio Roof
This style is a pitched roof that is an economical
solution to fit any home.

Four Seasons Building Products Dealer:

Four Seasons Building Products are
committed to environmentally friendly
products and sustainable business practices.
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